[Expression of glycoprotein 90K in non-Hodgkin's lymphoma and its clinical significance].
90K, a kind of secretory glycoprotein, is related to prognosis of some tumors. So far, little is reported on its relation to prognosis of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL). This study was to explore the 90K expression in naive NHL tissues and its clinical significance. 90K expression in 110 specimens of NHL was detected by immunohistochemistryû its correlations to short-term treatment efficacy of CHOP regimen and long-term survival of the patients were analyzed retrospectively. Of the 110 NHL specimens, 36 (32.7%) showed negative expression of 90K, 27 (24.5%) showed weak expression, 17 (15.5%) showed fairly strong expression, and 30 (27.3%) showed strong expression; the positive rate of 90K in NHL tissue was 67.3%. 90K expression had no correlation to gender, age, IPI and other clinicopathologic characteristics. All patients received treatment of standard CHOP regimen; the response (complete remission and partial remission) rate was significantly higher in low 90K expression (negative and weak expression) group than in high 90K expression (fairly strong and strong expression) group [82.5% (52/63) vs. 65.2% (30/46), P=0.039], but 90K expression had no correlation to long-term survival (P > 0.05). 90K expression may be applied to predict short-term efficacy of CHOP regimen on NHL. However, whether 90K could become a prognostic tumor marker of NHL needs further research.